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11. ABSTRACT 
A combination nuclear emulsion-spark chamber gamma ray .j'; 
(E>lOO MeV) 'telescope has been us ed to study the region of sky that 
includes the Galactic Center. 95% confidence upper limits on the 
flux from the reported sources Gy 2+3 and Sgr y-l were placed at 
4.4 and 8.8 x 10-5 photons/cm2 sec, and a similar limit on the 
emi.ssion from the Galactic' Center as a point source (;t.75°) was 
placed at 3 .. 3xlO-5 photor).s/cm2 sec. No enhanced emission was 
observed from the Galactic Plane (+6°) and an upper limit of 
2xlO- 4 photons/cm2 sec.rad. was obtained ... ~.hree regions of enhanced 
emission were observed that had a combined Poisson probability of 
occurrence of less than 5.10- 3 • One of these is associated with 
a region of enhanced emi:-.:lsion reported by other workers. The 
observations were made against an integral a·tmospheric background 
intensity of L 4+0.4 'Y's!cm2 sr. sec. mb that had a spectral index 
of 0.8+0.2 in the enel':gy range from 0.1 to 2.5 GeV. 
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ABSTIV'.Cl' 
1\ f'(I;!lbination nucleo'lr emulsion-spark chamber p:amma ray (£>100 HeV) 
I f!1 ~C;C0:,)P !1c33 been used to study the rt:gion of s}::y that includes the 
11Actk r.enter. 959" confidence upper limits on the flux from the re:ported 
-5 2 oq""ces c.~y ?+3 and Sgr y-l tvere placed at 4.4 and 8.8 x 10 photons/cm sec, 
'1\\ci "l similar limit on the emission from the Galactic Center as a point 
( ° -5 2 source +. 75 ) Has placed at 3.3 x 10 photons/em sec. No enhanced 
,emiSSion \vas observed from the Galactic Plane (+6°) and an upper limit 
f 2 -4 / 2 . . o x 10 photons em sec. rad. was obtamedo Three reg~ons of enhanced 
emission tvere observed that had a combined Poisson probability of occurrence 
of less than 5.10-3• One of these is asscciated tvi th a region of 
enhanced emission reported by other workers. The observations were made 
against an integral atmospheric background intensity of 1.4 .:!:. 0.4Y's/cm2 sr. 
sec. mb that had a spectral index of 0.8 .:!:. 0.2 in the energy range from 
0.1 t·o 2.5 GeV. 
Introduction. 
During tIle past few years a good deal of attention has been devoted 
to observing the emission, or non-emission, of energetic gamma rays from 
extra-solar sources. ~\1hile the rrajority of these observations have produced 
null results, finite intensities have been reported frum the galactic 
plan.e and from several "point" sources. At this time these results are 
(!.L·cner controversial or unconfirmed and there is some uncertainty as to 
t'h8 pn~sent status of garnrrd ray astronomy. In a recent review, Frye (1971) 
~:;llrrmi1.C'ized the position as of the surrtrer of 1971, illustrating tv70 Train 
copie:.,.;. i'irst1y, emission from the galactic plane, and in particular 
that !):lrt of th~1 pla!1£:"! near the galactic center, has been observed from 
, 
r ' 
s~,h~llites cmd balloons at an intensity level of the order 1-2.10-4 y/crn2 
sec r~d~ by Clark et ale (1968), Kraushaar et al. (1972), Fichtel et al. 
(H171) and Ben"-lett et al. (1972). Several other groups have reported 
obsEl::"vations of JParginaJ. statbtical significance for emission from 
VCir'i.'ms paJ::ts of the galactic plane. Cn the other hand, Frye et al. (1971) 
have <,;·c·t 95% confidence limits on this emission which are in clear 
contrar..:liction vlith these high intensity values unless the source has a 
very Hide, +15% lateral spread, although even in this case the upper limit 
quoted is a factor of two below the re}lO:rted intensity. Browning et cU. 
(1972a) have also reported a low upper limit to this emission. Both these 
groups have also reported the observa:tion of several point sources with 
appreciaule statisti~al significance at flux levels of 1-3 x 10-5 y/cm2 
As yet these observations of point sources have not been confirmed by 
other wOl"">kers, nor lEs there been any apprec:table correlation betHeen 
reports by different groups. Browning et ale (1972b) have also reported 
that in the Cygnus region they observed significant deviations from a 
sec. 
, 
Poissonian distribution of events mapped on the sky, suggesting th3 possibili D} 
that point sources vlere also present in that region. 
In this paper, we present our final results from an observation 
mJde to study the gamma ray emission from the sky in the region of the galactic 
center. 
Observational Technique. 
1\ cornbinatior. nuclear-emulsion-spark chamber de'tector or telescope 
basir.cll1y similar to those described before, (Hay and Haddington, 1969; 
Valdt"z et al., 1970) \Vas used. Hm.lever, the configuration of this 
detector vIas changed quite appreciably and a schematic representation is 
r;hn;,.n in rigure 1. Omitted fr'Om this figure is the folded optical bench 
3 
that \'1 '"3 llsed to view the spark chambers, the pressure can in toJhich the 
entire telescope was ITounted and the orientation device (Anderson, 1969) 
that ensured that the telescope was dynamically centered at a predetermined 
azimuthal angle. 
An incident gamma ray entering this telescope first traversed. the 
anti.-coincidence shield before entering the emulsion block wh:l.ch was 
approximately one radiation length thick. If it converted to an electron 
pair, and at least one of these electrons passed through scintillators 
81 and 82 and the plastic Cerenkov counter at the bottom, then the resulting 
. triple coincidence caused the spark chambers to trigger and the event 
T •.Jas recorded. The geometry factor of the resulting telescope was 84 cm2sr, 
while the top surface area of the emulsion block was 670 cm2 0 The technical 
details of the operation of this telescope are discussed in detail 
elsewhere (Dehlbacka, 1972). 
This telescope ~as flown on a balloon launched from Nildura, Australia 
at 13: 52 hours GMT on Harch 25, 1970. It floated at an altitude of 
131.4+1.6 K ft. for 11:20 hours but only operated for 2:35 hours while at 
a mean pressure of 2.8+0.1 rob. Due to the limited e>..'!)Osure and a partial 
technical malfunction the telescope did not achieve the design goal of being 
able to detect point sources having a flux >1-2 x 10-6 y/cm2 sec. 
Data Analysis. 
During "the operation of the telescope 18,000 spark cha~r events 
were recorded. 42% were events that had some identification with particles 
present in the instrument but were insufficiently defined to be classified. 
30% were· caused by camera runaway that v7as the result of a marg:inal 
inhibit function. 22% toJere single tracks predominantly produc?d by low 
energy Compton electrons. 5% Here double tracks and 1% multiple tracks, 
predominantly produced by garrma flays convert:ing in the emulsions. This 
! .~iI,.,/ 
4 
last 5%, or 1050 events, were then examined for' the,ir suitability for 
study in the nuclear eImllsion. After rraking certain geometrical selections 
193 events remained that were looked for in the emulsion. Of these 
115 t-lere found and verified as having been produced by garlD'lla rays. 
TI'he en(:3rgies of each electron were measured from the rnul tiple scattering 
and the celE~stial coordinates of the incident' photons were subsequently 
determined to with.:in + 45 mins. of arc. 
Results. 
(1) AtJrospheric Background. 
Because of the difficulty of making absolute calibrations of the 
detection efficiencies of gamma ray telescopes, it is essential to 
evaluate the atmospheric background and compare the results with those 
obtained by other detectors. Theoretical calculations, e.g. Beuermann (1971), 
show that the production of secondary gamma. rays will depend linearly on 
aurospheric depth for the first few nib of overlying air. Thus the results 
from different observations made at slightly different residual depths 
can be compared by expressing the measured intensities in units of intensity 
per rob. Furtherrrore, the production is not a strong function of the precise 
geomagnetic cut-off energy. For example, Frye et ale (1971) have shown 
tha.t in going from a cut'-off rigidity of 4.5 GV to 8.8 GV the background 
only falls by 30%, although the parti.cle intensity falls by 64%. 'rhus, 
it is reasonable to colT![.,are directly results obta.ir..p.d at slightly different 
cut-offs. 
De"tails of the calculation of the results on the atrrospheric background 
spec"b:um are presented elsewhere (Dahlbacka, 1972). Basically, by considering 
the total useful a...""'ea of the telescope , live time of exposure, geometry 
factor of the coincidence elements and estimating an overall detection 
5 
efficiency, it i8 possible to calculate the intensity of this background. 
In this case the overall detection efficiency was calculated using a Monte 
Carlo sinrulation of the detector response as a function of energy developed 
previously by Valdez(l970), making an estimate of the energy dependence 
of the finding efficiency in the emulsion and integrating the resulting 
differential spectrum. The differential energy spectrum of atJrosphel'ic 
background gaJTllI1a rays is shown in Figure 2" where it is compared with the 
results of other workers. It can be seen to be in good agreement ~lith 
.the results of Valdez et al., (1970), but only in fair agreement with those 
of other workers. Basically these spectra have systematically highe:c' 
intensities than those obtained by ofner detectors. If this difference 
is significant and real then the frost 1 ikely explanation is tha.t we have 
underestimated our detection efficiencies, tvhich results in an ~stimate 
of the true intensities of fluxes of any point, line or diffuse sources. 
~'7e feel that this error, if indeed it is an error, is in thE! right direction 
leading to conservative estimates of intensity lirnitso The magnitude of 
this "conservatism" is expressed by the observation that a generally 
accepted value for the atmospheric intensity of E > 100 MeV gamma rays is 
-3 2 . -3 <1 x 10 y/cm sr. sec. mb, whereas we obtaJn values of 1.4 ~ 0.4 x 10 
-3 2 (1972) and 1.5 ~ 0.3 x 10 y/cm sr. sec 00. In what follows tole quote 
intensities and fluxes based on oUl.' efficiencies, but in parentheses \'1e also 
give ·the values if the detector efficiency was great enough to produce 
the "accepted" ba.ckground value. 
Sources. 
'The point of origin of each found gamma. ray is shown in Figurs 3 as 
a function of galactic coordinates, bII and ill. The 95% confidence upper 
l.i.mit to :cacliation from various point SOU-l"Ces of pn:deterrnined interest 
"( 
, 
c 
have bee.n calculated \.Ising the method outlined by Hearn (1969) and are 
given 111 Table r. 
The r'esults show that none of the three source regions of possible 
intere.:.t observed in this survey, albeit with low efficiency, n70 of thos9 
reporrtoed by frye et al. (1971) and the galactic center, produced any 
m=:asurable gamma ray emission. The resul ting limits on the reported 
sources are higher than th~ quoted flux values and hence not in contradiction. 
The same table also shows the limits on emission from a line source 
along the galactic plane bet"W8en R, II ~ -16 and +6, for various values of 
abII• Figure I.j. shows t.he histogram of the number of events in each 
1.50 strip. For ~bII = 30 and 6° these 95% confidence upper limits are of 
the same magnitude as the actual fluxes quoted by Kraushaar et al. (1972) 
and Fichtel et ale (1971) but appreciably larger than the upper limit 
quoted by Frye et al. (1971). However~ as ~bII increases, so does our flux 
limit, and for ~bII :> 60 these limits are not in contradiction with the 
finite values reported. (Note however, the parenthetical values obtained 
using the "accepted" background intensity.) 
. 
Another estimate for the line flux which is independent of the emulsion 
finding efficiency was made from a study of those events observed in 
-the spark chambers as double track events. The angular resolution was 
smeared out from + 0.75° to + 3° but the effective area and live time 
~'7ero. increased. 186 events were observed within the 0.5 relative efficiency 
curve. The absolute efficiency was computed from the previously calculated 
value for the atmospheric background. Since, once again, no enhanced 
ejni3~don Has observed from the galactio. plane (see Figure 1+) upper 
lirnitsv:ere computed as before. These are also shotlIl in Table 1 and are 
somel,yhat lower than those obtained from the emulsion analysis, due 
7 
proin.~iI-ally to the improved statistics. These limits, particularly if the 
higher efficiencies implied by the lower atoospheric background are used, are 
barely consistent tvith the quoted finite values. 
Several groups p~ve found evidence for relatively numerous sources of 
emission at levels near the l~nit of detectability. Foro this reason we have 
studied our data, as tvell as that reported previously, Valdez and Waddington 
('.970), fol:' any significant deviation from a Poissonian distribution using 
arb:itr.arily selected bins of constant collecting powel:'. The r'Csults of this 
'analysis are illustrated in Figure 5. From this it can be seen that in the 
earlier data there is just one apparently significant deviation. One bin was 
observed oontaining seven events compared \olith the mean of 1.14- per bin. This 
. 
bin, at FA = 3000 , 15,= 350 , had a Poissonian probability of 1.6 x 10-4 and 
since there t',f,i:J''''l'' 103 bIDS, a net probability of 107%. No apparent SOUI'Ce was 
repo:t'ted :hl this location by Browning et al. and examination of the raw data 
suggests the events are not all associated. The data reported in this paper 
show three bIDS with 5 events ID each. The Poissonian probability of each of 
these is 1. 3 x 10-3• Thus, the probability that three such bins shall all be 
due to statistical fluctuations, in the sample of 133 bIDS used, is ~ 0.5%. 
Examination of Figure 3 IDdicates three regions that could be those producing 
excess emission. The coordinates, possible fluxes and approximate independent 
levels of significance are presented in rrable 2. AI though no single region is 
sifPificant at better than, the 95% confidence level the probability that all 
. _-4-
thr"ee should indp.pendently be due to chance J.S very small, ... 5 x 10 • We coriclude, 
trerefore, that tr.ere :;,s evidence for at least one source in ·this area of the 
. -5 / 2 sky, hav.lll.g a flux of the ordero of 10 y em sec, a value comparable to those 
repO'l-'tecl by others. In addition, Frye and his co-t--Urkers (see Frye et a1. (1972» 
tJ 
haw~ observed the !"ep.;ion 352 + J 6 to have an excess emission that is signi-
fic.:mt at the 30 level Vlhen the results of three separate flights were summed. 
tVhile not reported previously, due to the relatively lotoJ level of significance, 
this coincidence between Otll:' results strongly suggests a presence of a p.;enuine 
gamlT'd ray source. No X-ray sources have been reported crt any of the three 
positions listed in Table II. 
Since only one of these three possible so\~es lies near to the galactic 
pJane, the inclusion or rerroval of the gamma. rays associated with that SOl '.rce 
cannot appreciably affect our estimate of the line emission. This is fortunate, 
since the criteria for removing marginally signific8nt point sources from a 
region contain:ing a possible qiffuse component that could rranifest itself as a 
Poissonian distribution superimposed upor. that of the atmospheric background 
are not well defined, see e.g. Bro~ming et ale (1972). 
Discussion. 
-5 2 A gamma ray flux of 10 y/cm sec for Ey ~ 100 MeV iroplies a l~~osity 
for a source in the vicinity of the galactic center of t:t~ x 1037 erg/sec. This 
is equal to the X-ray lUminosity of 2-10 keV photons for a source, similarly 
located, having a flux of 200 counts/sec in the 2nd UHURU catalog, Giacconi 
et al. <1971>. (Note: The Crab is 947 + 21 counts/sec.) The detection of any 
garrrna. ray sources at this level of emission is therefore rather remarkable, even 
if they can be associated with X-ray sources~ since a "~ical power law response, 
such as that from a synch.~tron emission mechanism, would lead to luminosities 
nlO orders of ma.gni tude grea"ter in the X-ray region. 
A source region with the characteristics of high gamrra ray luminosity and 
lot-] X-ray luminosity must satisfy rather special requirements. Either the 
9 
merf:;tic photon production isoccurrinp; in a region that is behind or t'1ithin 
a scr'Cen that is optically thick to X~.:r'ays, or the gamma ray production is 
essentially unaccompanied by X-ray production. Practically speaking, this 
lat-ter requiremen.t ' .. ]QuId exclude all mechanisms that involve electrons, since 
any Dopulation of electrons nrust result in X-ray emission, and leaves only 
yion production by nuclear interactions as a plausible possibility. However, 
the X-ray optical depth may indeed be appreciable for sources in the vicinity 
'of the Galact:i.c Center. In that case we must asSUIre that sources emitting 
" 
gamna rays mayor may not be associated with detectable X-ray sources, in a 
manner that depends purely on the precise amount of screening material. 
Furtherrrore, any associated X-ray sources should have energy spectra that reveal 
the oper~tion of severe absorption on the primary spectrumo 
This tvork is supported by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
under Contract SC24-00S-0S0(122), and by the Office of Naval Research under 
Contract N00014-67-A-Ol13-0021. We wish to thank the balloon flying cret<7 in 
I1ildura, Australia for a successful flight and Ms. Olson, Rahlenbeck, Krish, 
Eckstrom and Grant for the errllls~i analysis. 
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Table I 
FIJJX LIMTS FOR VAAIOUS SOURCES 
Source # Observed 95% Number F(95%) 
SGR Y-1 0 3 -5 2 <8.8 x 10 y/cm .sec. 
(5.8) 
G y2 + 3 0 3 -5 2 <4.4 x 10 y/ern. .sec. 
(2.9) 
'Galact~c Center 0 3 -5 Ie 2 <3.3 x 10 y em .sec. 
(2.2) 
LINE OOSSION (Emulsion Analysis) 
+1.5~ 5 4,,6 <1. 3 :( 10-4 2 ,/ern .sec.red. 
(00B7) 
+3.0° 16 7.1 -4 2 <2 x 10 y lern .sec.rad. 
(1.3) 
+4.5° 31 11.6 -4 2 <3.4 x 10 y/ern .sec.rad. 
(2.3) 
+6.0° 42 13.6 <3.9X -4 2 10 Y lern .sec.rad 
(2.6) 
(Spark Chamber Analysis) 
35 10.9 -4 2 <1. 6 x 10 y Iern. .sec.rado 
(1.1) 
69 13.5 -4 2 <2.0 x 10 y lern .sec.rad. 
(1.3) 
107 19.1 <3.0 -4 2 x 10 Y I em sec.rad. 
(2.0) 
11 
Table II 
FJllXES OF POS~IBI.E SOURCE REGIONS 
Cooroinates Significance Level 
352, +16 95% 
349, +3 88% 
1~, -12 91% 
Flux 
2 y/cm .sec,; 
2-5 x 10-5 
q..4 - 3 .. 6) 
-5 0.7 - 2.1 x 10 
<0.5 - 1.9) 
-5 2.2 - 8.9 x 10 
(1.6 - 6.3) 
, ,;/ 
I 
" \, 
, \ , 
Ii 
12 11 
I' ,( f\igure 1. A schematic repreeentation of the gamma ray t1elescope. M resresents an 
optically decoupled portion of the anti-coincidence shield used to detect 
heavy nuclei. 
Figure 2. The differential energy spectrum of th'~ atrrospheric bc:'1ckground, expressed 
in units of gamma/cm2.sec.sr. HeV.mb.asllneasured in this work and by 
Valdez et a1 (1970), Nie1 et al. (1972), Frye et a1.(1966), Fichte1 et a1. 
(1969) and Fazio e't ale (1968). 
Figure 3. The point of origl.JIl'clf' each found gamna :I:,ay as a function of galactic 
coordinates bII and J~ II. Each small circ!le represents a region that has 
a 60% probability of containing the true!: coordinate of the ganuna. ray. 
FigUre If.. A histogram of thf~ number of events :in strips parallel to the galactic 
plane. '!.he upper histogram is 1. 50 strips of events found in the 
emulsions, the lower is 30 strips of events found in the spark chambers. 
The dotted curves in each case represent the expected shape if there 
were no excess emission from the galactic plane. 
Figure 5. Comparison of e.,cperim:mtal data from this analysis and that of Valdez 
and \-Jaddingto'n (1969) with the expected Poissonian distributions for the 
mean values, m. 
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